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Selective separation and capture of CO~2~ by a cost‐effective and energy‐efficient technology has always been a research hotspot, because of the multiple roles of CO~2~ as a greenhouse gas, renewable carbon source, and even as raw material to produce liquid fuels.[1](#advs1237-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1237-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In addition, CO~2~ is also an impurity in enclosed environments, natural gas, biogas, landfill gas, syngas, and many other gas mixtures.[3](#advs1237-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Crystalline aluminosilicate zeolites with molecular dimensional micropores, large surface area, excellent thermal and chemical stability, and internal electrical field gradients are popular adsorbents for CO~2~ capture and other gas separation.[4](#advs1237-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1237-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Particularly, NaX zeolite is extensively used in CO~2~ capture due to its low SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ ratio, cheap price, and high adsorption capacity.[6](#advs1237-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1237-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

Traditionally, the primary nano or micrometer‐sized zeolite crystals are agglomerated into macroscopic (mm) secondary structures (e.g., granules, pellets, and extrudates) to cater for industrial applications.[8](#advs1237-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} To overcome the intrinsic limitations of conventional‐shaped adsorbents (or catalysts), such as slow mass transfer or heat transfer, excessive pressure drop, and poor attrition resistant, it is more desirable to fabricate zeolite powders into hierarchically structured zeolites with an optimized configuration.[9](#advs1237-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} So far, two categories of conventional strategies have been developed for designing and manufacturing structured zeolites. One is depositing active zeolite powders onto the surface of preprocessed macroporous supports, such as ceramic foams,[10](#advs1237-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} porous titanium alloy,[11](#advs1237-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and cordierite.[12](#advs1237-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, employing some of these porous supports obviously reduces the practical volume efficiency, especially in the case of a very low zeolite loading.[13](#advs1237-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1237-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Self‐supporting is the other strategy through freeze casting,[15](#advs1237-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} sacrificial templating,[16](#advs1237-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} quasi‐solid gel crystallization,[17](#advs1237-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} pulsed current processing,[18](#advs1237-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} which is an effective approach to enhance the volume efficiency of the fixed bed reactor. However, subjected to the inflexible configuration, complicated manufacturing process, and poor mechanical integrity, this strategy still faces many obstacles for their large‐scale implementation.[13](#advs1237-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1237-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1237-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Recently, the unique capabilities of computer‐aided additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing, for accurate fabrication of geometries with customization, flexibility, and complexity, drive a revolution in the fields of biomedical engineering, energy, catalysis, and environment.[20](#advs1237-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs1237-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#advs1237-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#advs1237-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Various porous materials including porous ceramics,[24](#advs1237-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} porous polymers,[25](#advs1237-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} metal--organic frameworks,[26](#advs1237-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and covalent organic frameworks[27](#advs1237-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} with complex self‐supporting architectures have been successfully fabricated by 3D printing, particularly, 3D printing has proven to be an attractive strategy to tailor monolithic zeolite adsorbents and catalysts with hierarchical structures that are favorable for diffusions.[28](#advs1237-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#advs1237-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs1237-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1237-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} However, due to the difficulty of integrating individual zeolite crystals with robust interfacial binding, the practical use of 3D‐printed structured zeolites is severely restricted by their insufficient mechanical strength.[32](#advs1237-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#advs1237-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} For instance, in fixed bed reactors, structured zeolites must withstand frequent and long‐time pressure changes; although the incorporation of some printing ink additives (e.g., organic or inorganic binders) can improve the mechanical stability to some extent, it inevitably results in diffusion limitation, partial pore blocking, and dilution of the active zeolites.[13](#advs1237-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#advs1237-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} The trade‐off among mechanical strength, mass loading of active zeolites, and diffusion kinetics remain a challenging hurdle for the practical application of 3D‐printed structured zeolites.[33](#advs1237-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#advs1237-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs1237-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Thus, it is highly desirable to develop a facile strategy to fabricate 3D‐printed binder‐free hierarchically structured zeolites with merit of fusing mechanical robustness, fast mass diffusion, and high zeolite loading for the practical pressure/temperature swing adsorption.

The characteristics of printing ink additives have a significant influence on the rheological properties and extrusion abilities of printing inks and the physical and chemical properties of the final configuration.[32](#advs1237-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#advs1237-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs), with the molecular formula of Al~2~Si~2~O~5~(OH)~4~·*n*H~2~O, are natural 1D materials with a unique tubular microstructure.[38](#advs1237-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Owing to the unique nano‐tubular structure, natural availability, and low cost, HNTs have been widely applied in ceramics, drug sustained release system, catalysis, and adsorption.[39](#advs1237-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#advs1237-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#advs1237-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, HNTs are also excellent mechanical reinforcing materials alternative to the expensive carbon nanotubes for numerous polymers, because of their high aspect ratio, unique surface properties, and high mechanical strength (the Young\'s modulus is as high as 140 GPa).[42](#advs1237-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#advs1237-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} The unique nature of HNTs motivates us to hypothesize that the incorporation of HNTs as a printing ink additive in the fabrication of structured zeolites may lead to a robust 3D network. More encouragingly, thanks to the unique elemental composition (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2), HNTs could be used as an ideal precursor material to synthesize zeolites with low SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ ratios, such as zeolite A (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2) and X (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2--3), by post‐hydrothermal treatment.[44](#advs1237-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#advs1237-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, the electrostatic interactions between negatively charged aluminosilicate framework and charge‐balancing cation in such low‐silica zeolites provide abundant adsorption sites for the high‐boiling point and quadrupolar CO~2~ molecule.[46](#advs1237-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} We expect that the combination of 3D printing with appropriate post‐processing will promise the properties of structured zeolites and drive the innovation of 3D printing technology in zeolites manufacturing process.

In this proof‐of‐concept study, a facile and versatile "3D printing and zeolite soldering" strategy has been developed to manufacture binder‐free NaX zeolite monoliths (ZM‐BF) with robust mechanical integrity, hierarchical structure, and outstanding CO~2~ adsorption capacity. In this strategy, for the first time, we introduced HNTs as a printing ink additive for reinforcing the mechanical strength of zeolite monoliths. Upon subsequent hydrothermal crystallization, interfacial "HNTs‐bridges" were transformed into ultrastrong "zeolite‐bonds," which promised high mechanical strength and fast diffusion kinetics, as well as excellent CO~2~ uptake and selectivity of the fabricated ZM‐BF. Especially, at low partial pressure, ZM‐BF displayed an ultrastrong CO~2~ affinity compared with the parental NaX zeolite powders, which was more favorable for trace CO~2~ capture. Strikingly, the column breakthrough mixed gas experiments proved that ZM‐BF had excellent dynamic separation performance compared with conventional‐shaped benchmark zeolites. The successful fusion of emerging 3D printing technology with traditional hydrothermal crystallization provides a facile strategy for fabricating high‐performance binder‐free structured zeolites in gas separation, as well as in catalysis, sensoring, and other advanced applications.

Commercial NaX zeolite powders (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2.37) with narrow crystal size distributions (2--3 µm) and a well‐defined morphology (Figure S1, Supporting Information), were adopted to manufacture 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths. HNTs (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2.02) introduced as a printing ink additive exhibit a typical nano‐tubular structure with a diameter of 30--50 nm and a length of 0.2--1 µm (aspect ratio of 4--40) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). As illustrated in the schematic diagram (**Figure** [**1**](#advs1237-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), the procedure for fabricating 3D‐printed mechanically robust binder‐free zeolite monoliths mainly involves in four steps: I) preparing homogenous zeolites containing inks, II) printing pristine zeolite monoliths (denoted as ZM‐P), III) high‐temperature calcination treatment to obtain zeolite monoliths with binder of HNTs (denoted as ZM‐WB), and IV) hydrothermal crystallization to transform ZM‐WB into binder‐free zeolite monoliths (denoted as ZM‐BF). The overall size of the monolith as well as rod diameter and rod spacing can be adjusted by the nozzle size and program used during the printing. By using this facile strategy, 3D‐printed binder‐free zeolite monoliths with tailorable geometries (**Figure** [**2**](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a and Figure S3 and Table S1, Supporting Information) and robust mechanical stability (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b) were successfully fabricated. Notably, the channels per square inch (cpsi) of S4 in Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a is as high as 645 (Figure S3 and Table S1, Supporting Information).

![Schematic diagram of fabrication procedure of 3D‐printed mechanically robust binder‐free zeolite monoliths: I) a homogenous printing ink with optimal viscosity was obtained by mixing "part 1" and "part 2" including NaX powders, HNTs, HPMC, colloidal silica, and deionized water. II) The zeolites containing inks extruded through a nozzle in a 3D printing system followed the well‐designed movement controlled by a computer, resulting in ZM‐P. III) High‐temperature calcination treatment to obtain ZM‐WB. IV) Hydrothermal crystallization to produce ZM‐BF.](ADVS-6-1901317-g001){#advs1237-fig-0001}

![a,b) Digital photographs of ZM‐BF with tailorable geometries and robust mechanical stability. c) Digital photographs of ZM‐P, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF. d) Low‐magnification SEM images of a representative ZM‐BF: top view, side view, and cross‐sectional view. e--h) High‐magnification SEM images and TEM images of the cross‐section of ZM‐WB (e,g) and ZM‐BF (f,h). i) The schematic of the procedure of zeolite soldering.](ADVS-6-1901317-g002){#advs1237-fig-0002}

Specifically, homogenous zeolites containing inks with suitable rheological properties were first prepared from mixtures with a typical formulation (except water) of *x* wt% NaX zeolites, *y* wt% HNTs (*x* + *y* = 97, *y* = 0, 7, 14, 21), 1 wt% silica (added in the form of colloidal silica), and 2 wt% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC, plasticizing agent). The HNTs content has a significant influence on the rheological properties of printing inks (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The viscosity of the printing inks increased with the increase of the HNTs content. However, the printing ink was too viscous to achieve extrusion by the pneumatic‐injection 3D printing system when the HNTs content reached to 21 wt%. Although the low HNTs content (0 and 7 wt%) is beneficial for extrusion, the mechanical stability of the obtained 3D‐printed zeolite monolith was poor (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The 3D‐printed zeolite monolith fabricated without HNTs additives has the compressive strength of only 0.17 MPa. Therefore, the printing ink with 14 wt% HNTs was used (the formulation of printing inks was 83 wt% NaX zeolites, 14 wt% HNTs, 1 wt% silica, and 2 wt% HPMC) in the following studies. The addition of appropriate amount of colloidal silica as extra silicon source was to inhibit the transformation of HNTs into zeolite A.[44](#advs1237-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} The mixture was stirred thoroughly for 2 h, followed by sonication to ensure homogeneity and avoid air bubbles. By using the above printing inks, a nozzle settled at a 3D printer was employed to print predesigned geometry via a layer‐by‐layer route. The as‐prepared ZM‐P was then freeze‐dried to prevent partial shrink and collapse, followed by calcination at 650 °C to enhance the mechanical stability and form abundant macropores by removing the HPMC matrix. During calcination, the dispersed HNTs experienced a de‐hydroxylation process, which could lead to enhanced interaction between HNTs and NaX zeolite particles. Afterward, the resultant ZM‐WB was transferred into 3 [m]{.smallcaps} sodium hydroxide solution and then crystallized at 95 °C for 8 h in an oven to obtain ZM‐BF. Notably, the structured zeolites retained the printed shape after high‐temperature calcination treatment and further hydrothermal crystallization (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c), demonstrating their outstanding overall structural integrity. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the representative ZM‐BF honeycomb structure show that the 3D‐printed monolith preserves internal structural integrity and the interconnected rods have a smooth exterior surface and a uniform dimension without deformation (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d).

Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f shows the magnified SEM images of ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF. The high‐magnification SEM images of the cross‐section of ZM‐WB (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e) show that the HNTs are adhered to the external surface of primary NaX zeolite crystals. The formation of "HNTs‐bridges" on the NaX zeolites interface boundary results in a well‐developed interconnected 3D network with open macroporosity. Strikingly, continuous layers comprised of particles with size of about 100--300 nm appeared and tightly wedged around the surface of NaX zeolite crystals after hydrothermal crystallization (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}f), indicating the phase transformation of HNTs into zeolites. To gain further insight into the microscopic changes over the surface of NaX zeolite crystals, ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF were investigated via transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}g,h). Although the zeolite monoliths were ground and sonicated, the NaX zeolite particles in ZM‐WB remained closely knitted together by HNTs, forming strong "HNTs‐bridges" (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}g). The "HNTs‐bridges" further transformed into robust "zeolite‐bonds" after hydrothermal crystallization (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}h). Such "zeolite‐bonds" in the interconnected network is expected to play a key role in reinforcing the mechanical stability of ZM‐BF. The newly formed robust "zeolite‐bonds" on the interface boundary of the primary NaX zeolites resemble the soldering joints during metal manufacture, so we refer to this process as "zeolite soldering." Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}i illustrates the proposed "zeolite soldering" process for manufacturing robust and binder‐free 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths.

**Figure** [**3**](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a shows the powder X‐ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF, along with the parental NaX powders. All the characteristic diffraction peaks of NaX zeolite are retained in both ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF. The relative crystallinity of ZM‐WB is 69.3% of the parental NaX powders. The decreased peak intensity of ZM‐WB results from the incorporation of HNTs and colloidal silica, and the high temperature calcination.[33](#advs1237-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} After hydrothermal crystallization, the relative crystallinity of ZM‐BF increases to 92.5% with respect to the parental NaX powders. The peak intensities for ZM‐BF obviously increase owing to the transformation of HNTs and colloidal silica into zeolite NaX. It is noticeable that weak diffraction peaks of zeolite NaA (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2) appear in ZM‐BF. However, the fraction of zeolite NaA in ZM‐BF would increase substantially if no colloidal silica was added in the printing inks (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Notably, colloidal silica employed as extra silicon source could significantly inhibit the transformation of HNTs to NaA, which is unfavorable for CO~2~ capture.[47](#advs1237-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#advs1237-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

![Physical and microstructural characterizations of 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths. a) PXRD patterns of NaX zeolite powder, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF. Note: peaks marked with black dot are the characteristic diffraction peaks of zeolite NaA. b) N~2~ adsorption--desorption isotherms of the NaX powder, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF. c) The PSD curves of the NaX powder, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF derived from DFT method. d) PSD curves of ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF determined by mercury intrusion porosimetry. e,f) Representative stress--strain curves (e) and compressive strength (f) of 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths fabricated with various printing ink additives.](ADVS-6-1901317-g003){#advs1237-fig-0003}

The textural properties of ZM‐WB, ZM‐BF, and NaX zeolite powders were assessed by N~2~ adsorption--desorption isotherms and mercury intrusion porosimetry. The N~2~ adsorption--desorption isotherms of all materials show sharp uptakes at *P*/*P* ~0~ \< 0.1, which is characteristic of microporous zeolites (Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b). The appearance of a hysteresis loop at *P*/*P* ~0~ = 0.75--1.0 in ZM‐WB is mainly attributed to the intrinsic mesoporous structure of HNTs (Figure S7, Supporting Information) and the macropores formed after the removal of HPMC matrix upon calcination. Significantly, the N~2~ isotherm of ZM‐BF displays a higher N~2~ uptake than ZM‐WB due to the transformation of HNTs into zeolite crystals. The density functional theory (DFT) method was employed for estimating the pore size distributions (PSDs). The peaks at 0.6--0.8 nm correspond to micropores in NaX for all of the samples (Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). The wide PSDs in the range 2--50 nm indicate that both ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF possess mesopores structures (the inset of Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). The detailed surface area and pore volume data are summarized in Table S2 in the Supporting Information. ZM‐BF displays significantly increased micropore surface (*S* ~micro~ = 571 m^2^ g^−1^) and micropore volume (*V* ~micro~ = 0.295 cm^3^ g^−1^) as compared with ZM‐WB (*S* ~micro~ = 470 m^2^ g^−1^ and *V* ~micro~ = 0.242 cm^3^ g^−1^). The external surface area and mesopore volume of ZM‐BF are 40 m^2^ g^−1^ and 0.040 cm^3^ g^−1^, respectively, which are higher than the parental NaX powders (*S* ~ext~ = 32 m^2^ g^−1^ and *V* ~mes~ = 0.017 cm^3^ g^−1^), as a result of the mesoporous character of ZM‐BF. Complementary assessment of macropores size distributions was performed by mercury intrusion porosimetry for both ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF (Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}d). In accordance with the SEM observations, the micrometer‐sized macroholes (about 1 µm) are caused by the agglomeration of interconnected zeolite NaX particles (2--3 µm). The minor peaks situated around 91 µm correspond to the macroholes in the monolith wall (Figure S8, Supporting Information), which may be generated by trace air bubbles in the printing inks. Integrated with the intrinsic honeycomb‐based channels, the 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths (both ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF) exhibit a highly interconnected and hierarchical porous structure, which is expected beneficial for CO~2~ diffusion.[13](#advs1237-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#advs1237-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}

The mechanical property of 3D‐printed adsorbents is one of the key criteria for their practical application. To evaluate the mechanical stability of printed zeolite monoliths, five types of commercial binders (boehmite, colloidal silica, attapulgite, bentonite, and kaolin) were used as printing ink additives for comparison (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Then, compressive strength tests were performed for different zeolite monoliths and the representative examples of their stress--strain curves are shown in Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e. The Young\'s modulus of ZM‐BF (42.8 MPa) is much higher than that of ZM‐WB (29.4 MPa), ZM\@kaolin (32.5 MPa), ZM\@bentonite (22.4 MPa), ZM\@attapulgite (17.5 MPa), ZM\@colloidal silica (5.49 MPa), and ZM\@boehmite (2.89 MPa) (Table S3, Supporting Information). The strain of ZM\@boehmite, ZM\@colloidal silica, ZM\@attapulgite, ZM\@bentonite, ZM\@kaolin, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF at the time of fracture is 4.2%, 5.7%, 2.6%, 6.3%, 5.9%, 12.3%, and 11.4%, respectively (Table S3, Supporting Information). The substantially elevated fracture strains indicate both ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF perform relatively better ductility. Moreover, the compressive strength of ZM‐WB (4.32 MPa) is much higher than that of other zeolite monoliths with commercial binders such as boehmite (0.11 MPa), colloidal silica (0.31 MPa), attapulgite (0.62 MPa), bentonite (1.28 MPa), and kaolin (1.89 MPa) (Figure [3](#advs1237-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f). Note that kaolin and HNTs have the same element composition, but the compressive strength of ZM\@kaolin was obviously lower than ZM‐WB. The above results demonstrate that the unique structure of HNTs is crucial for the reinforcement of printed zeolite monoliths. The reinforcement mechanism of ZM‐WB is mostly attributed to the introduced HNTs with high aspect ratio, nano‐tubular structure, and high strength,[43](#advs1237-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and the formed robust interfacial "HNTs‐bridges" due to the de‐hydroxylation process on the interface boundary between HNTs and the primary NaX zeolite crystals (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f).[40](#advs1237-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Remarkably, after hydrothermal crystallization, the compressive strength of resulting ZM‐BF can reach up to 5.24 MPa. The hydrothermal treatment facilitates the transformation of robust "HNTs‐bridges" in ZM‐WB into much stronger "zeolite‐bonds" in the interconnected 3D network of ZM‐BF (Figure [2](#advs1237-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}g,h), thus further enhancing the mechanical integrity of ZM‐BF.

Table S4 in the Supporting Information summarizes the mechanical performance of reported structured zeolites manufactured by 3D printing (0.05--1.54 MPa)[32](#advs1237-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#advs1237-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} or other shaping strategies, such as direct extrusion (2.58 MPa),[50](#advs1237-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} sacrificial templating (0.085 MPa),[16](#advs1237-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} pulsed current processing (1.6--2.2 MPa),[34](#advs1237-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} freeze casting (0.045--1.38 MPa),[15](#advs1237-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#advs1237-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#advs1237-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} and slip casting (0.21--0.75 MPa).[53](#advs1237-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} It is clear that ZM‐BF exhibits a much higher mechanical strength than most of the reported structured zeolites, which is only lower than that of 3D‐printed polymer‐zeolite composite monoliths.[35](#advs1237-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} However, the 3D‐printed polymer‐zeolite composite monoliths suffered from severe reduction of the specific surface area (59 m^2^ g^−1^) and CO~2~ adsorption capacity (1.83 mmol g^−1^) due to the heavy use of Torlon polymer and the possible zeolite pore blockage.

Single component equilibrium adsorption isotherms for CO~2~, N~2~, and CH~4~ were measured at 298 K up to 1 bar. As presented in **Figure** [**4**](#advs1237-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a, the CO~2~ uptake of ZM‐WB is 4.49 mmol g^−1^ under 1 bar, which is strongly affected by the presence of HNTs additives, resulting in around 21% reduction with respect to the parental NaX zeolite powders (5.68 mmol g^−1^ under the same condition). As expected, the adsorption capacity of CO~2~ for ZM‐BF increases up to 5.58 mmol g^−1^ at 298 K under 1 bar (6.55 mmol g^−1^ at 273 K, Figure S10, Supporting Information), which is significantly higher than that of ZM‐WB and comparable to that of the parental NaX zeolite powders. To evaluate the CO~2~ uptake performance of ZM‐BF, a series of top‐commercial CO~2~ adsorbents including NaX extrudates (*d* = 1.5 mm, denoted as C‐NaX‐1), NaX pellets (*d* = 1.6--2.5 mm, denoted as C‐NaX‐2), NaX extrudates (*d* = 3 mm, denoted as C‐NaX‐3), and granular activated carbon (*d* = 1--2 mm, denoted as GAC) were also selected for comparison. The CO~2~ uptake of ZM‐BF is obviously superior to these top‐commercial adsorbents. Table S5 in the Supporting Information summarizes the CO~2~ uptake of various structured adsorbents, such as zeolites, porous carbons, aminosilica monoliths, and MOFs. Remarkably, ZM‐BF exhibits a much higher adsorption capacity than most of the reported structured CO~2~ adsorbents and is the highest among all reported 3D‐printed structured CO~2~ adsorbents.

![a,b) Comparison of the CO~2~ adsorption isotherms of ZM‐BF, ZM‐WB, NaX powder, C‐NaX‐1, C‐NaX‐2, C‐NaX‐3, and GAC in the *P* ~CO~ ~2~ region between 0 and 1 bar (a) and between 0 and 0.15 bar at 298 K (b). c) The CO~2~ uptake of ZM‐BF, NaX powder, ZM‐WB, and commercial adsorbents under 0.02 and 0.15 bar, respectively at 298 K. d) N~2~ and e) CH~4~ adsorption isotherms for NaX powders, ZM‐WB, and ZM‐BF obtained at 298 K. f) CO~2~/CH~4~ separation factors at 0.02/0.98 bar and g) CO~2~/N~2~ separation factors at 0.15/0.85 bar for NaX powder, ZM‐BF, and ZM‐WB.](ADVS-6-1901317-g004){#advs1237-fig-0004}

More encouragingly, ZM‐BF indicates excellent CO~2~ capture capacity at low partial pressures (0 ≤ *P* ~CO~ ~2~ ≤ 0.15 bar, Figure [4](#advs1237-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). At 0.02 and 0.15 bar, which are relevant to the CO~2~ capture abilities of adsorbents from natural gas (CO~2~/CH~4~:2/98, v/v) and flue gas (CO~2~/N~2~:15/85, v/v), respectively, ZM‐BF exhibits notably enhanced CO~2~ uptake (2.53 mmol g^−1^ at 0.02 bar and 4.20 mmol g^−1^ at 0.15 bar) versus ZM‐WB (1.79 mmol g^−1^ at 0.02 bar and 3.21 mmol g^−1^ at 0.15 bar) (Table S6, Supporting Information). In comparison to other top‐commercial adsorbents, ZM‐BF also exhibits higher CO~2~ uptake than all of the investigated commercial materials (Figure [4](#advs1237-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c), even higher than the parental NaX powders (2.38 mmol g^−1^ at 0.02 bar and 4.16 mmol g^−1^ at 0.15 bar). These results confirm a very high CO~2~ capture ability of ZM‐BF at low partial pressures, possibly because the recrystallized zeolites with lower SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ ratio (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2.26) than the parental NaX powders (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 2.37) possess stronger electrostatic field and more adsorption sites (Table S7, Supporting Information).[54](#advs1237-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#advs1237-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Considering the fact that the CO~2~ concentration in common gas mixtures is relatively low, the higher CO~2~ uptake on ZM‐BF under low partial pressure is more meaningful for CO~2~ capture.

The adsorption capacities of N~2~ and CH~4~ on ZM‐BF also increase compared with ZM‐WB, and are comparable to the parental NaX powders, but they are still much lower than that of CO~2~ uptake (Figure [4](#advs1237-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d,e). To evaluate the selectivity of ZM‐BF, we calculated the separation factors α of CO~2~/CH~4~ (at 0.02/0.98 bar) and CO~2~/N~2~ (at 0.15/0.85 bar) determined from single‐component isotherms and compared with that of ZM‐WB and the parental NaX powders (Figure [4](#advs1237-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}f,g). Given the observed ultrastrong CO~2~ affinity under low partial pressure, ZM‐BF were found to exhibit an elevated selectivity for binary CO~2~/CH~4~ (2/98, v/v) mixtures (α: 194) and CO~2~/N~2~ (15/85, v/v) mixtures (α: 66.5) compared with ZM‐WB and even the parental NaX powders (Table S6, Supporting Information). These results clearly suggest the superior selectivity of ZM‐BF for the separation of natural gas and flue gas. Such superior selectivity, together with high uptake capacity, makes ZM‐BF a promising candidate for CO~2~ capture from natural gas and flue gas.

These single component and static equilibrium adsorption results prompted us to further evaluate the dynamic separation performance of ZM‐BF in a more realistic separation process. **Figure** [**5**](#advs1237-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a shows the schematic of a fixed bed adsorption column packed with conventional‐shaped zeolites (pellets and extrudates) and 3D‐printed zeolite monoliths. The column breakthrough mixed gas experiments were conducted using binary CO~2~/CH~4~ (2/98, v/v), CO~2~/N~2~ (15/85, v/v), and CO~2~/CH~4~ (50/50, v/v) gas mixtures at 296 K and atmospheric pressure (Schematic S1, Supporting Information), mimicking the industrial process conditions of flue gas, natural gas, and biogas, respectively. To match the size of adsorption column, zeolite monoliths were readily printed into cylinders with a diameter and height of 1 cm, while the nozzle diameter during printing process was kept at 0.51 mm and the off‐set in the *z*‐direction was set to 0.4 mm. Three types of commercial conventional‐shaped NaX zeolites mentioned above were also tested for comparison.

![a) Schematic of the packed bed adsorbers with conventional‐shaped zeolites (pellets and extrudates) and 3D‐printed structured zeolites. b,d) The column breakthrough curves for CO~2~/CH~4~ (2/98, v/v) (b) and CO~2~/N~2~ (15/85, v/v) (d) carried out on ZM‐WB and ZM‐BF, and other top‐commercial CO~2~ adsorbents. c,e) Plots of the amount of CO~2~ captured from CO~2~/CH~4~ (c) and CO~2~/N~2~ (e) gas mixtures as a function of τ~break~ in the column breakthrough for ZM‐BF, ZM‐WB, and other commercial benchmark NaX zeolites, where τ~break~ is the breakthrough time at *C*/*C* ~0~ = 5%.](ADVS-6-1901317-g005){#advs1237-fig-0005}

As shown in Figure [5](#advs1237-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b, highly efficient separation for CO~2~/CH~4~ (2/98, v/v) mixture was achieved by ZM‐BF: CH~4~ immediately eluted through the bed in a high‐purity grade, whereas CO~2~ was retained in the packed bed over 3263 s g^−1^ (the CO~2~ concentration in the outlet below 0.05 C~0~). This CO~2~ breakthrough time (τ~break~) on ZM‐BF far exceeds τ~break~ on ZM‐WB (1683 s g^−1^) and conventional‐shaped NaX zeolites (2371--2570 s g^−1^), demonstrating the superior CO~2~ capacity of ZM‐BF. A longer CO~2~ τ~break~ is desirable because of the both reduced regeneration frequency and energy consumption. Figure [5](#advs1237-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c displays the dynamic adsorption capacity of CO~2~ up to τ~break~ during CO~2~/CH~4~ separation using different adsorbents. During the time 0--τ~break~, the CO~2~ amount captured by ZM‐BF reaches up to 2.38 mmol g^−1^, which is much higher than ZM‐WB (1.25 mmol g^−1^) and commercial benchmark NaX zeolites (1.74--1.91 mmol g^−1^). We further assessed the performance of ZM‐BF for CO~2~ separation from CO~2~/N~2~ (15/85, v/v) mixture (Figure [5](#advs1237-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d). From the breakthrough curves, τ~break~ of CO~2~ on ZM‐BF was up to 712 s g^−1^, which was significantly longer than that of ZM‐WB (373 s g^−1^) and conventional‐shaped NaX zeolites (565--596 s g^−1^). The dynamic CO~2~ uptake on ZM‐BF (3.97 mmol g^−1^) was also far beyond the value of ZM‐WB (2.06 mmol g^−1^), and conventional‐shaped NaX zeolites (3.13--3.32 mmol g^−1^) (Figure [5](#advs1237-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}e). For equimolar CO~2~/CH~4~ (50/50, v/v) gas mixture, ZM‐BF also exhibits excellent separation performance (Figure S11, Supporting Information). The roll up areas in the breakthrough curves of CH~4~ and N~2~ demonstrated that the adsorbed CH~4~ or N~2~ was replaced by CO~2~, indicating the more affinity of zeolites adsorbents toward CO~2~.[36](#advs1237-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Though the equilibrium CO~2~ uptake of ZM‐WB is comparable to commercial conventional‐shaped NaX zeolites, its breakthrough performance was unsatisfactory. We speculate that the limited CO~2~ diffusion was possibly due to the continuous HNTs coating with poor CO~2~ uptake on the external surface of NaX crystals in ZM‐WB. Significantly, ZM‐BF exhibits much shorter mass‐transfer zone for CO~2~ than ZM‐WB, confirming the faster CO~2~ diffusion kinetics enabled by ZM‐BF. These breakthrough data clearly demonstrate the superior performance of our 3D‐printed binder‐free structured zeolites in selectively separating CO~2~ from flue gas, natural gas, and biogas.

Furthermore, the cycle and regeneration capabilities of ZM‐BF were also successively tested by breakthrough cycle experiments with above all three binary gas mixtures (Figures S12--14, Supporting Information). The dynamic CO~2~ uptake changed within a certain range of error during five continuous cycles, confirming the excellent recyclability of ZM‐BF. The cyclic measurements revealed that ZM‐BF retained the high CO~2~ uptake and selectivity over repeated adsorption--regeneration tests.

In summary, we have developed a facile and versatile "3D printing and zeolite soldering" strategy for fabricating hierarchically structured binder‐free zeolite monoliths, which possess outstanding mechanical properties and high CO~2~ uptake and selectivity. The introduction of HNTs with high aspect ratio, nano‐tubular structure, and high strength as the printing ink additives is beneficial for integrating individual zeolite crystals with robust interfacial "HNTs‐bridges." Moreover, the successful transformation of HNTs into zeolites contributes to forming the robust interconnected network via "zeolite bonds," which further enhance the mechanical stability of ZM‐BF. The dynamic breakthrough tests demonstrate the superiority of ZM‐BF over commercial benchmark NaX zeolites for selectively capturing CO~2~ from flue gas, nature gas, and biogas. To the best of our knowledge, this 3D‐printed binder‐free zeolite monolith is the first case of structured zeolites that fully overcomes the trade‐off among mechanical strength, diffusion kinetics, and adsorption capacity. We believe that the "3D printing and zeolite soldering" strategy of current study may afford a versatile pathway for designing and fabricating other binder‐free hierarchically structured zeolites, which may open more advanced applications of 3D‐printed zeolites not only in adsorption but also in other areas such as catalysis and sensoring.
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